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I I  
ABST RACT 
The aim of thi project to synthe ize and characterize conducti e polymer made out of 
blending non conducti polymer with ionic l iquid . An appl ication to demonstrate the u e of 
the no\el conducti, c pol mer i to create an organic memory de ice. 
ynthe ize conducti e polymers ha e been reported in the l i terature; se eral of these 
appr ache indud doping a polymer with arsenic or iod ine based dopant. In this work, ionic 
l iquid , known a plast icizer, are used as the dopant for non-conductive polymers. There are 
veral ad antages of employing the ionic l iquids 0 er other dopants, including the maintenance 
of organi ba ed blends ( both the pol mers and ionic l iquids are organic) and maintain ing 
biocompatibi l i ty of the blend for bio-related appl ications. 
In thi work, conducti e polymers were synthesized by blending non-conductive mixture of poly 
inyl alcohol ( PV A) and Poly-acry lam ide-co-acry l ic acid (P AA) with d ifferent weight 
percentages of glycerol ,  sorbitol and imidazol iurn bromide). The percentage of the dopant 
plast icizers ere varied from 0-5% by wt rat io. The solution casting method was used to form 
th in fi lms, which were examined with nanoindentation, d ifferential scanning calorimetry (DSC), 
thermo gra imetric analysi (TGA) , Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy ( FT-I R) and ac 
impedance spectroscopy. It was found that the thermal propert ies (glass transition Tg, melting 
point, T m ,  and decomposition temperature, T d) for the blended PV AlP AA showed a decrease 
proportional to the percentages of the three plasticizers used in this project. The hardness and 
elastic  modulus obtained from the nanoindentation test were also found to decrease with i ncrease 
i n  plast ic izer concentration. FT- I R  confmned the reduction i n  hydrogen bonding between 
I I I  
combi ned pol}mer chains in  favor of formation new bonding behveen the plasticizer and the 
p lymer blend chain . 
The novelt} of doping nonconductive polymers with ionic l iquid stems from the abi l ity to 
modulate the degree of electrical conducti i ty. mechanical and thermal properties of the blend 
by contro l l ing the percentage of the ionic l iquid introduced into the polymer wi l l  open a new 
field of p Iymer studies; hence. organic polymer blend 
Once blends ith favorable electrical properties were identi fied· they were then uti l ized in  
producing an organic torage memory device. A hysteresis loop approximately ± 20V wide was 
ob erved as a charge element ba ed under ± 20V sweep range when CNT was blended. but ± 5 
to ± 1 0  when gold (A u) and zinc oxide (ZnD) were blended along with the mixture of the 
polymers and the glycero l .  The impedance measurements showed that the ionic conductivity of 
PV AlP AA polymer membrane can be control led by addition of plasticizer. Hence, the novel 
conductive polymer presented in this thesis formed a solution to overcome chal lenges associated 
'."ith a total organic  memory device. The doped polymers were substituted for the si l icon base 
semiconductor i n  a conventional memory device, howe er with enhanced performance compared 
to the s i l icon based device. 
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C h a pter 1: 
I N T RO D U CTIO N  
I n  the last few years, re earches on both blended polymer and semiconductor have fa c inated 
v.jdespread interest due to thei r applications in electronic de ice [ 1 ] . The conjugated organics 
polymer are u ed in man applications, such as in memory de ice [ 2  3 ]  sensors and fuel cel ls .  
[e\\ pol mers exhibit hydrophi l ic characteristics that received much attention for membrane 
electrolyte in  recent year [ 4 ] .  One of the main advantages of polymeric electrolyte are thei r 
g od mechanical. electrical and thermal properties, their ease to synthe is into thin fi lms of 
de i rable izes. and the abi l ity to form good electrode contact for impedance/ conductivity 
te ti ng. 
In thi tudy, non-conducti e polymers are doped with organic plastic izers to modulate their 
electrical conductivity. Two non-conductive polymers were blended with three different 
plast icizers at d ifferent weight rat ios, respectively. The two polymers used were poly-vinyl 
alcohol CPV A) and poly-acrylamide-co-acryL ic acid (P AA) which were mixed together to make 
the blend, the mixture rat io was 1 :  1 .  The plasticizers used were glycerol, sorbitol and I -methyl-
3-n-decyl- imidazol ium bromide which were added to the polymer mixture with varying weight 
percentages of 1 %, 2%, 3% and 5%. These two polymers were selected due to their 
biodegradabi l i ty and solubi l ity in water. Previously, the mechanical and thermal properties for 
PV A as a function of the dopant concentration were reported. 
A key element of the property of a polymer b lend is the miscibi l ity of its components, because it 
affects the mechanical properties, the morphology, its permeabi l i ty and degradation [5  6 ] .  A 
large scale of i nvestigations regarding the misc ib i l i ty in multi -component polymer systems has 
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been carried out USillg canmng electron mIcro cope ( E 1). The blend are of particular 
·igni ficance becau e they can be used as biomedical and biodegradable material [7- 1 7] .  
Di f f
erent approaches were proposed in  l i terature to improve the mechanical properties and ionic 
conducti ity f polymer film such as preparat ion of polymer blends and preparation of 
compo ite polymer electrolytes (ePE), by means of blending in organic plasticizer and/or fil lers 
[ 1 8 ] .  In estigation is  being focused on polymer fi lm s  to enhance the ambient temperature 
conduct ivity by blending of polymers [ 1 9 ]  cross- l inking [20]  insertion of ceramic fi l ters [ 2 1 ]  
plast icization [ 22J, etc. Polymer blend is the most al id and feasible approach to producing high 
ionic conduction. 
In thi chapter, brief introduction about the polymer blends as wel l  as the dopants wi l l  be 
introduced. 
1 . 1 Poly-vinyl alcohol (PV A) 
PV A i s  a hydrophi l i c  semi -crystal l i ne polymer produced by polymerization of viny l  acetate 
monomer to form poly (v iny l  acetate) ( PVAc), and subsequent hydrolysis of PYAc to form PYA 
[ 23 ] .  PV A is soluble in water and i ts solubi l ity in  water is  being influenced by a number of 
factors such as· the degree of hydrolysis, molecular weight and molecular weight di stribution, 
particle size distribution and crystal l in i ty [24 ] .  When formed as thin fi lms, the properties of PYA 
are extremely affected by the molecular weight and the degree of hydrolysis [ 25 ] .  PYA is a great 
polymer to choose for mak ing biodegradable blends with natural polymers due to i ts good fi lm-
forming capabi l ity [ 26 ]  and water solubi l ity. Several studies show that PYA has been used on 
biopolymer based materials produced by cast ing or extrusion [27] .  In the case of casting 
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pr duced p l)mcr fi lm fr m aqu u l ution, the re earch h w P to ha\ e been blended 
w i th p I. accharid , 'u h a. tar h [ 26, 28-" 0] ,  gel lan [ "1 1 ]  and with pr tein , uch as \\ heat 
gl uten [ � ] ,  c Hag n ["I 34 ]and gelatin [ 35-37 ] .  The c nducti'vit) of P p I mer fi lm are 
modulated V\>hen blending the pol)mer with ionic l iquid u h as th one tudie for thi project. 
1.2 Poly-acrylamide-co-acrylic acid (PAA) 
Pol) (acr)lamide-c -acl)l ic )  a id i a type of anionic p lymer and ha a ide range of 
appl ication ,  uch a , the tabi l izer and a fl cculent in  many technological and ecological 
pr ce e .  It i capable of ab orbing a lot f water; man time its weight in wat r and this i 
u ed in  di posable diaper l 8 ] . P as a fi lm affect the properties b the change of molecular 
weight and the degree f hydro 1 1 .  s the molecular weight of P A increases abo e 
1 ,000,000; it find appl ication as a flocculent [ 3 9] .  B contro l l ing the hydrogel beha ior of 
P , it i a u eful meth d to prepare polymer blends. Both PYA and P AA are currently bei ng 
u ed in  man) biomedical appl icati n a acti e h drogel i nce both are hydrophi l ic polymers 
[40] . P rna) be treated in  P n twork whi le cross l ink ing and al 0 forming new bonds. 
1.3 Ionic Liquids 
Ro m temperature ionic l iquid ( RTIL ) are sal t with melt ing points c lose or below room 
temp rature, 30° e. Most pol mer i n  the i ndu tr have hown to di play hydrophi l ic 
c haracteri t ic hich ha e had more cientists paying much attention for membrane electrolyte 
duri ng the pa t few ear . The fir  t work to become publ i hed i n  the study for ol id pol mer 
electrolyte was carried out b Wri ght and co-worker [4 1 ,  42] and was devoted to the ionic 
nature for their conducting beha ior. c ienti ts ha e u ed ionic l iquids, also known 
a 
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plast icizer ,  as orgalllc 01 ent and supporting electrolyte In  many fields due to their 
c cepti nal pr pertie l ike high conductivity, non- olati l i t  , non-flammabil i ty. etc . [43-48 ] .  Due 
to the igni ficant development r plast icizers to the conducti i ty, thermal and electrochemical 
propertie' of p I)-mer . the merging of pia t ic izer into di fferent pol mer has been reported [49-
5 1 ] . In rder to ercome the bri ttl ene of polymer films, the addition of plasticizers is 
important to impro e flow and flexib i l i ty, and to increa e toughness, to impact resistance of fi lm 
coa l ing, and to  prevent them from cracking during packaging and transportation [ 52, 5 3 ] .  The 
compatibi l i ty and permanence is norma1l ba ed on the selection of plasticizer for a specified 
tem, the amount needed for plast ic ization and the desired physical properties of the fi lms 
[ 54 ] .  
Ionic l iquids when blended with pol mers show a promising c lass o f  new materials with a bright 
technological future. The blend are now being used in appl ication that are enabled by their 
presence. as wel l  as in  appl icat ion where device or process performance outweighs their higher 
co t [ 5 5 ] .  
The main dri ing force to explore ionic l iquids i s  the fact that these compounds have a very low 
vapor pressure, so that they are candidates to replace volat i le organic  solvents in  organi c  
reactions, because the properties o f  ionic l iquids (miscibi l ity with water and other solvents, 
dissolv ing abi l ity, polarity, v iscosity, density) can be tuned by an appropriate choice of the anion 
and the cation. Ionic l iquids are often considered as designer solvents. These ionic l iquids can 
also be used to immobi l ize transition metal catalysts i n  the l iquid phase of biphasic catalytic 
reactions. Other app l ications include their use as solvents for extraction processes and as an 
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ele trolyte for ball rie , fuel cel l s. and dy -sen i tized solar cel l . Also the are neutral oroanic b 
comp und . 
Ionic l iquid ar a c las of l iquid salt that contain anion and cation . The ionic character mean 
that some f the pr p rt ie of the ionic l iquid d iffer sign ificant ly  from that of conventional 
organ ic l iquid . 
1 .3. 1 Glycerol 
01 'cerol i a )TUpy, colories , water soluble high-bo i l ing point l iquid with a dist inctly sweet 
ta teo I t '  often u d in  many industrial appl ications, such as shav ing cream, soaps, and has been 
reported to be u ed in  most medical appl ications, namely. cough drops, and chi ldren syrups 
( fever med icine ). I t ' s  also widel u ed as a p last ic izer and it's a natural produced material . 
1 .3.2 Sorbitol 
orbi to l ,  also k nown a giucito l ,  is a combination of compounds found natural ly i n  many fruit 
plant , irs a sweet-tasting crysta l l ine alcohol which is produced commercial ly by the reduction 
of gluco e, and it is u ed as a sugar substi tute because of its slow metabol ism rate. It is a non­
sticky, nonconductive solution found in apples, pears, peaches, and prunes [56] . Sorbitol is also 
non-toxic and rapid ly metabol ized· it contains no ant imicrobial or bacteriostatic agents. I t  i s  used 
in  many c l inical appl ications, s imi larly, to treat urinary bladder and prostatic infections. It ,  
im i lar to glycerol i s  a widely used plast ic izer and it 's natural ly  produced. 
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1 .3.3 l m idazol i u m  Bro m ide 
Imidazole i an organic c mp und with the formula (CHh H CH. It is a colorle 5 oJ id that 
di I e5 in water to give mi ld ly  ba ic olution. I t  is known to chemi t5 as an aromatic 
beteroc cle, c Ia ified as a diazo Ie and as an alkaloid. Imidazole has been used extensi ely as a 
c rro i n inhibi tor on c rtain tran it ion metal , uch a copper. Pre ent ing copper corrosion is 
important, e p cial l  In aque u s stem , where the conducti ity of the copper decrea es due to 
c rro i n. Im idazol i used to nthesi many ionic l iquids, one for e ample is I -methyl-3-n­
dec I- irnidazo l ium bromide (C I 4H27 2 ) + s{, which i used as a semiconductor in  this project 
� here it and the other pIa t ic izer give the s-shape for a hysteresis loop. 
2. Scope of the Thesis 
In thi work, the effect of the three ionic l iquids (g lycerol ,  sorbitol and imidazol ium bromide) the 
percentage on mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties of PV A alone, P AA alone and the 
c mbination of the blended fi Lms are in estigated. Both DSC and TGA were used to analyze the 
thermal propert ies of the o l id state PV AlP AA polymer membrane blends. Nanoindentation was 
carried out to analyze the mechanical properties, hardness and toughness of the poLymer blends. 
SEM as used to  examine the surface morphology and the cross-sectional view of the blends. 
The re u l t ing membrane of this blend polymer e lectrolyte showed very high ionic conductivity. 
The ionic conducti vity of the polymer blend electrolyte membrane with the three plasticizers was 
measured by an ac impedance spectroscopy. The characteristic properties for the PV AlPAA 
pol mer membrane electrolyte with d ifferent composit ion ratios have been systemical l y  studied 
and are d iscussed. 
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Organic memory device that emplo the conducti e character of the doped polymer ha e been 
ut i l ized to replace the c nventionaJ i l icon dio ide wafer u ed in  a memory device to produce a 
total complete rganic memory d vice. 
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C h a pte r 2 :  
M AT E RI A LS A N D  E X P E RI M E N TA L  M ET H O DS 
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' 1 hi chapter di cu e the experimental methods uti l ized In  this work to ) nthe i and 
charact rize the c nduct ive p I mer. 
2. 1. Material 
I I  three pJasti l zer (G lyceroL orbitol and l -methyl-3 -n-decyl - lm idazol i um Bromide) ere 
obtained from uartek orp. ,  . Polyvinyl alcohol ( PYA) and poly (acrylamide-co-acry l ic )  
acid ( P  ) w re purchased from igma-Aldrich Chemical Co .  PYA having an average 
m Ie ular v eight of 6 LOOO g/mol with a 99% rate of acetyl hydrolysis and P AA with an a erage 
molecular weight of 5 ,000,0000 g/mol were used in  this study. A l l  other reagents that were used 
in  th laborator were a lso purchased from igma-Aldrich and u ed as needed. De-ionized water 
was u cd i n  the preparation of the polymer fi lms .  
2. 2 Materials and Membrane Preparation 
PV and P A were d issolved eparately in deion ized water. 1 00mi of water was used to 
dis o lve 5 gram of each polymer in conical flasks. Undergoing vigorous stirring and heat ing 
cont inuously at 90°C for several hours unt i l  both show homogeneous nature. Blending both 
together to obtain a je l l  type ubstance ( PV NP AA combined). A l l  three plasticizer were used 
as dopant with weight percentages of 1 %, 2%, 3% and 5%. 1 0m l  of each polymer solution was 
mixed with the percentages mentioned; PYA blended with the three plast ic izers and their weight 
percentages. Same procedure was fol lowed for P AA and the blended polymer ( PV A-P AA). They 
\.-vere then casted i nto fi lms by spreading the suspension on glass plates (microscope s l ide plates) 
and keepi ng in a hot air vacuum oven at 80°C for 24 hours to remove any excess water. After 
which, the fi lms were v isual ly inspected for their dryness and free standing nature. 
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2.3. Thermogravimetric Analy i (TGA) 
Weight dec mp si tion percentage was analyzed u ing the Thermogravimetric analyzer TG 
( 50, T I n  trument , Water LL ) that contains a TGA Heat Exchanger system for analyzing 
P A. P and the blend that contained the pJa t icizers. Each ample. approximately 5-8 mg i n  
,,\-eight wa pJa ed n a ceramic plate in ide the tube furnace, which was heated from 25°C to 
6000 at a rate of 1 0°c/min under ni trogen atmosphere. The results were analyzed using TA 
ni\ er al naly i 2000 V4.5A bui ld 4 .5 .05 eTA Instrument ) oftware. A J I  PV -PAA, PVA-
P -GI� ceroI .  P -PAA- orbito l ,  PVA-PAA- Imidazol ium bromide pol mer membrane 
ample were te ted at least three t ime for average readings. 
2. 4. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
D anai i of po lymeric mem branes were carried out using a differential scanning calorimeter 
D C Q200 V24.4 Bui ld  1 1 6 Model eTA I nstruments, Water LLC) containing a refrigerator 
coo l ing sy tern. Each sample, approx imately 5 -8mg i n  weight was placed in a hermetical ly  
ealed alum inum pan and were then heated from -50°C to 400°C at a rate of 1 0°C/min under 
n itrogen atmosphere [ 57 ] .  Placed i nside the furnace next to the fi l led pan is an empty 
hermetica l ly  sealed aluminum pan as a reference cel l .  The results were analyzed using TA 
civer al Analysi 2000 V4.5A Bui ld 4 .5 .05 eTA Instruments) software. A l l  PVA-PAA PVA­
P AA-Glycerol ,  PV A-P AA-Sorbitol ,  PVA-P AA-Imidazol ium bromide polymer membrane 
samples were tested at least three t imes for average readings. 
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2. 5. anoindentation 
I I  nanoindentat ion te ting of PV , P , PV - PAA, PV - PAA-Glycerol ,  P -PAA- orbitol 
and P -P  - Imidazo l ium Bromide membrane fi l m  were performed by a ano Test Materials 
T l ing Platform Two ( Micro material LTD, Wrexham, K) that was equipped 'With a three-
ided p ramid diamond indenter t ip ( Berko ich type) [ 58 ) .  The nanoindentation te ts were 
carried out a foi l  ws: a con tant d isplacement rate of 0.0 1 607 mN/s was maintained during the 
increment of load unt i l  lhe indenter reached a depth of 1 827nm into the surface of the fi lms. The 
I ad 'Wa then held at max imum alue ( 1 m  ) for 30s in order to a oid the creep that may 
ign i ficantI affect the unloading b havior. The indenter was then withdrawn from the surface at 
the ame rate a indenting unt i l  1 0% of the maximum load, fol lowed by the indenter being 
compl tel remo ed from the material . Here constant displacement rate was chosen to load the 
ample to a oid stain-hardening effects on the measurements [ 59] .  At least five indents were 
perfom1ed on each sample and the distance between the indentations was 50 Jl.m to avoid the 
interaction. 
Both the hardnes (ll) and reduced modulus (E), e lastic modulus, were obtained from the load­
di placement spread sheet. As the indenter penetrated into the sample, both the elastic and plastic 
deformation occurred, howe er, the e lastic portion was the only section of the displacement that 
recovered during the unloading of the indenter. Nanoindentation hardness is defined as fol lows 
[ 4 ] .  
1 2  
( 1 )  
Where P max i the load mea ured at a maximum depth of penetration (h) in an indentation cycle, 
A is the pr �ected c ntact area; and he i the contact depth of the indentation, which is given b 
he == h - 0 . 7 5  P max 
S (2 )  
Where i the lope, dP , of the ini tial portion of the unloading curve at h=hmax and 0.75 is a dh 
c n tant that depends on the indenter geometry. The elastic modulus of the sample was inferred 
from the in it ial unloading contact st i ffness S. the relationship among contact stiffness, contact 
area. and the e la t ic modulus was derived as fol l ows [60] . 
( 3 )  
Where fJ i s  a constant that depends o n  the geometry of the indenter ( fJ  = l .034 for a Berkovich 
indenter) and Er i the reduced e lastic modulus, taking into account the elastic deformation of 
both the speci men and the indenter. For evaluating En the contact stiffness (S), and the contact 
area (A ) could be determi ned accurately from load against displacement graph measured during 
the indentation process. The specimen ' s  e lastic modulus (Es) was then calculated as fol lows [6 1 ] , 
1 3  
E.\. 1 + V2 
1 1 - V� (4)  1 - -
E E.  
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Where v� and \'1 (0 .07)  [ 62 ] are the Pois on' ratios of the specimen and indenter, re pectively, 
whcrea EI i the modulu  of the diamond indenter ( 1 1 4 1  G Pa). In  al l the calculations, the 
estimat d al ue of l' of semi-cry tal l inc polymeric materials is 0 .35 [63 ] . 
2. 6. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
FTI R  pectro COP) i s  an analytical technique used to identi fy organic and inorganic materials. 
The anal)' i r sults in an absorption spectra which provides information about the chemical 
bond and molecular tructure of a material whether organic or inorganic .  The technique works 
on the fact that bonds and group of bonds ibrate at characteri stic frequencies. A molecule that 
is e posed to infrared rays ab orbs infrared energy at frequencies which are characteristic to that 
molecule.  The specimen's transmittance and reflectance of the infrared rays at different 
frequencie  is translated i nto an I R  absorption bands. 
The pectroscopy was used to characterize the presence of specific chemical groups in the 
materials.  Transmi sion infrared spectra of all fi lms were recorded at room temperature using a 
EX S-470 (Thermo icolet Corporation) Spectrophotometer in the range of wave number 
from 4000 to 400 cm'
l during 32 scans, with 2 cm'
l resolution. Each fi lm was sandwiched 
between two KEr p lates and p laced in the sample holder mounted in the instrument. The infrared 
1 4  
'pectra ,-,,, ere r corded after canning the background. The background scan was u ed as a 
referenc . 
2. 7. Scanning Electron Micro copy (SEM) 
EM v. a  arried out u ing a J eol Model J M-S600 in trument at an accelerating voltage of 
1 0KY and 1 -300.000 magn i fication i th guaranteed re olution of 3 . 5  nm .  ample film was 
deh drated at r om temperature u ing ethanol for 1 hr, dried in air and then sputter-coated with a 
thin fi lm f gold. The fi lm a cut and EM was examined on  the surface of  the cut. 
2. 8. ac Impedance Measurements 
olarton 1 260 I mpedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer was used to conduct the ac measurement 
within a frequency range of 1 - 1 06 Hz as a function of temperature between 25°C to 1 25°C.  Z-60 
and Z- iew sofu are package was used to control measurements which pro ide the complex 
impedance (Z( OJ )) and the pha e angle ( B ) as a function of frequency ( f  = �7r )' The total ac 
impedance of a material provides a quant i tati ve measure of the induction and capacitance parts 
and given by the relation, Z ({i))  = Z'  ({i))  - iZ" ({i)) . Where Z'  ({i))  and ZIt ({i)) are the real and 
i maginar parts of the impendence. The software was also used to fit the measurements, and to 
simulate the results with equivalent c ircuits .  The polymer fi l ms were placed between two 
stain less-steel electrodes (the surface area of the top electrode as a constant 9.62x l 0
-6 m2 while 
the area of the bottom electrode is  large to ease the electrode al i gnment) . The total i mpedance 
was resolved into Z' ( {i) )  and ZIt ( {i)) using the phase versus frequency measurements which 
were used to draw yquist plots ( frequency is an i mpl icit function). 
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C h a pte r 3 :  
R E S U LTS A N D DISCU SSI O N  
1 6  
This chapter pre ent the re ult obtained for characterizing the conducti e polymer blend . 
3. 1. Thermal Properties 
The prop rtie  [ the polymer u ed in  thi project ha e shown that when addi ng pia t icizers to 
them cause them to r duce the interaction between macromolecules which introduces favorable 
pr pert ie uch as decrease in hardnes , elastic modulu . and melting properties. Thermal 
degradation of pol m ric material is a consequence of the fact that the organic macromolecules 
i Lh in the polym r matri a el l  a 10  -molecular-weight orgaruc molecules are stable only up 
to a certain temperature range. Their tabi l i ty depends on the inherent characteristics of the 
ample as wel l  the p c ific interactions associated between the different macromolecules or 
molecul present in the polymer. These interactions are due to the dipole-dipole interaction, van 
der Waal London and hydrogen bonding forces. S ince molecules/macromolecules consist of 
atom or gTOUp l inked together by covalent bonds, and the strength of these bonds are l imited, a 
h igh thermal tab i l ity of the blend can be explained at the molecular level because of the less 
c i  ion of chemical bonds under the influence of heat. Chain scission or  bond dissociation takes 
place when the suppl ied thermal energy exceeds the bond dissociation energy of the respective 
bond or group. The plast icizer are low-molecular-weight molecules, that when added to 
polymeric materials modifies the trid imensional orgaruzation of the polymeric matrix, decreasing 
the intermolecular attraction forces and consequently, increasing the free volume and the 
mobi l ity of the polymeric hydroxyl groups and the polar functional groups of some amino acids 
residues [ 64-66] . 
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3. 1 . 1 .  TG A A o a ly i 
The TG thennograph for neat PV , neat P , neat PVA-P , and arious composition 
rat io � r PVA-P -G l cerol ,  PV -PAA- orbitol. and PYA-PAA-Imidazol ium Bromide 
membrane blends ha been conducted and analyzed to detennine their thermal stabi l i ty and the 
c IT p nding degradation tage in response to temperature as e l l  as their moisture content in 
the membrane. The aim i to under tand quanti tati el the chemical reactions occurring during 
the thermal treatment f polymer blends. A l l  pol mer membranes exhibited two-stage 
degradation.  Figure 3 . 1 (a-d) how al l  the combined TGA curves of neat PYA, PAA and the 
blend PY -P membranes. Figure 3 .2(a-e) depicts al l the TGA curves with anous 
c mpo it ion ratio of PYA-PAA- I cerol membranes. Figure 3 .3(a-e ) i l lustrates all the TOA 
curve of ariou compo it ion rat ios of PYA-PAA-Sorbitol membranes. And Figure 3 .4(a-e) 
exhibit al l the TO curves of variou composit ion rat ios of PVA-P AA- Imidazol i um Bromide 
membranes. The percentage weight loss of each sample with temperature range is rendered in  
Table 3 . 1 -3 .4 for a l l  polymeric membranes conducted in the order as respectively mentioned in 
the order of the Figure . 
A l l  the Tables show a three-step degradation process. A l l  demonstrated an initial  loss of about 3-
6% weight occurring from 2S- 1 S0°C except for the polymers that were blended with glycerol, 
they showed dramatic  weight loss of 8 - 1 3% between that range. The initial range was related to 
both the los of non-bound water and to the formation of intra and intermolecular anhydrides. 
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Figu re 3. 1 TGA t h ermographs of ( a )  neat PYA, ( b) neat PAA, (c)  neat PYA-PAA ( d )  a l l  neat com bined 
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Table 3. I W eight 10 ( % )  of the neat P A-PAA pol) mer blend at d i fferent tem perature range obtai ned 
I L  i ght 
0.0 P A 
0.0 P A 
0.0 P +P  
from TGA 
Temperature (OC)  Region 
( v"t% ) 25- 1 00°C 250-400° 550°C 
1 .059 77 .75 96.60 
4. 1 1 0 43 .29 98 .06 
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Figu re 3. 2 TGA thermographs of (a )  PVA-PA A- l %G lycerol, (b )  PVA-PAA-2%G lycerol, (c)  PVA-PAA-
3%G I cerol, (d) PVA-PAA- 5% G lycerol, (e)  all G lycerol com posit ion rati
o membra n es combined 
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_ .0  
.0  
5 . 0  
te m pera t u re ra nge obtained from TG ana l  i 
Temperature (OC)  Region 
25- 1 50°C 250-400oC 
3 .626 42.66 
7 .209 50.8 1 
9 .82 1 48 .80 
1 3 .42 47 .74 
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Figu re 3, 3 TGA thermographs of ( a )  PVA- PAA- 1 % Sorbitol, (b )  PVA-PAA-2% Sorbitol, (c)  PVA-PAA-
3% orbi tol, (d) PV A-PAA- 5% o rbitol, (e)  a l l  Sorbitol com posit ion ratio membranes com b ined 
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Table 3. 3 W eight 10 ( % )  of the  neat  P - P  A and P A- PAA- orbitol pol) mer blend at d i fferent  
orbitol Weight 
Percentage ( wt%) 
0.0 
1 .0 
2 .0  
" .0 
5 . 0  
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Figu re 3. 4 TGA thermograph of (a )  PVA-PAA- l % ( l M D I M IC+) Br(-» , (b )  PVA-PAA-2% (
[ M Dl M j(+)Br(-
» ,  (c) PVA-PAA-3% ( [ M Dl M j (+)Br(-» , Cd) PVA-PAA- 5% ( I M O f M j(+)Br(-» , (e) a l l
 ( I M D l M I(+)B r(-» 
com po i t ion rat io mem bra n e  com bined 
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a b le 3. 4 W eight  10 ( % )  of the neat P - P  A and PVA-P A-I m idazo l ium Brom ide ( [ M DT M I(+)Br(-» 
pol} mer b lend at d i fferent  tem perature range obtained from TGA anal) i 
Temperature CC ) Region 
Imida.7o l ium Bromide 
( [ M DI M ](+)Br - ) )  
Weight Pcrcentag ( wt%) 25- 1 50° 250-400oC 550°C 
0.0 3 .626 42.66 86.99 
1 .0 3 .672 59.56 97.29 
2 .0  2 .464 53 . 1 5  85 .38  
3 .0  3 .523 54.2 1 83 .46 
5 .0 3 .897 59 .37 84.83 
I t  i al  ob en'ed that the econd degradat ion in al l  cases the weight loss occurred somewhere in 
th range of _50-400°C .  Figure 3 . l d  shows that for neat PYA, the onset decomposition 
temperature tated at around 250°C, which i much less than that of the P AA and the 
combinat ion of both polymers. Now in all cases the decomposition temperature when added to 
the polymer blend d i fferent percentage eight of plasticizers; decreased. In short, as the 
percentage of ionic l iq ui ds increased, the decomposition decreased respect ively. 
F igure 3 .2 shows a clear di  t inguish between the neat combination of PYA-PAA and when 
added to it the ionic l iquid, glycerol .  As the percentage weight i ncreases the decomposition 
temperature decreases. Figures 3 . 3  and 3 .4 shows the same pattern, so in accordance to adding 
plasticizers, the decomposition temperature started at approx imately 250°C in al l cases, this i s  
directly related to  the p lasticizing effect of the ionic l iquids causing the decomposition 
temperature to decrease to a lower value. The second stage around 3 50-450oC was due to the 
30 
carbonation of polymer matrix [01 10\ ed by a final decomposition of the polymer chain that 
begi n around 5500 . The econd tages \-\-ere as ociated to the decarboxylation process of intra 
and inter mole ular anh) dride formed during the pre ious deh dration and related to the 
deh) drat ion o[ the H groups of the copol) mer [ 67 ] .  There wa an 85% or more weight los for 
al l  ampl at abo\- e � 50° . T data are given abo e in tables 3 . 1 -3 .4. 
The on ct decompo it ion temperature for PVA-PAA blends starts at 300°C .  After this 
temperature. the PV -P -gl cerol ,  P -PAA-sorbitol ,  PVA-P AA-imidazol ium bromide 
pol) mer membrane b comes great ly  degraded. It  has been c learly evidenced that the polymer 
blends with ionic l iquids membrane amples are relatively  stable in the temperature range of 
1 00-_75° . 
3. 1 .2. DSC Analysis 
The ample of the blended fi lms were analyzed by DSC to determine the glass transition ( Tg), 
melting point ( Tm), and decomposition temperature ( Td) which were extracted from the 
in trument' software. A l l  thermographs were obtained from the ini tial heat ing run from -50 to 
400°C.  Three endothermic  peak were observed on the DSC curves of the blended polymer 
membranes. The fi rst peak from 75- 1 50°C, is due to the relaxation in the polymer crystal l ine 
domains. The second rel axation in  the temperature range of 1 80-225°C is caused by the melting 
of the crystal l ine domains of the PV A -P AA polymer membranes, and the third relaxation peak 
tart ing from 250°C and higher is due to the decomposition of the polymer blends. A smal ler 
peak area of T m for the polymer membrane indicates a smal ler fraction of crysta l l ine phase and a 
l arger fraction of amorphous phase, which may benefit anionic transportat ion [68] . 
3 1  
I n  Figure 3 .5 ,  the neat pol mer membrane fi lm ; it is ob erved that when the polymer PY and 
P were blended t gether hawed a hift to a higher temperature for the melting point than that 
of the combined polymer fi lm.  A for the tran i tion peak, i t 's  seen that the temperature of the 
combined is in betv. een the PYA and PAA polymer membranes. The glass transition temperature 
for neat P AA i m uch Ie than that of neat PV A which hen mixed together leads to the 
interacti n of molecule of P A to take the lead. arne pattern i seen for the melting 
temperature, but for the decamp ition temperature (Td), the dominating polymer is neat PYA at 
about 3 30°C and neat P AA at around 279°C,  a when blended ga e a temperature range in 
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Figu re 3. 5 OSC therm ogra ph of (a )  neat PYA, ( b )  neat PAA, (c)  neat PYA-PAA, ( d )  a l l  neat polymer 
mem brane com bined. 
Table 3. 5 G lass t ra nsit ion tem pera t u re (T g), melt ing tem pera t u re ( T  m) and decom position temperature (T d) 
of the neat PYA-PAA polymer blends at d i fferen t  tem perature range obtained from OSC Analysis 
IL Weight 
Percentage (wt%) TooC TmoC T/C '" 
0.0 PYA 1 3 8 .04 2 1 9.69 330.72 
0.0 P AA 69.72 225 .04 279.6 1 
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2�----------______________________ -. ____________ � 
o 
Temperature CC) 
e) DSC q!P T 'A-PAA - all Glycerol combined 
F igu re 3. 6 0 C t hermographs  of (a)  PYA-PAA-l %Glycerol, (b)  PYA-PAA-2%G lycerol, (c) PYA-PAA-
3%G lycerol, (d) PYA-PAA- 5% G lycerol, (e) all G lycerol com posit ion ratio mem b ranes combined 
Ta ble 3. 6 G la t ra nsit ion tem perat u re ( T  J, melt i n g  tem perature (T m ) and decom posit ion tem perature (Td) 
of the PYA-PAA and PYA-PA A-glycerol poly mer blend at  d i fferent tem perature range obtai ned from DSC 
a n a lysi 
Gl ceral Weight 
Percentage (Vvt%) T °c g TmoC T/C 
0.0 1 24 .28 2 1 7 . 1 6  3 0 1 .23 
1 .0 96.26 1 6 1 .64 279. 1 1 
2 .0 1 26.70 --------- 279. 1 1  
3 .0 99.70 --------- 280. 1 0  
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d) DSC ofP VA -PAA - 5% Sorbitol 
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e)  D, C of P l'A-PAA - all orbitol Combined 
Figu re 3. 7 0 C t hermograph of ( a )  PVA-PAA-I  %Sorbitol, ( b )  PV A-PA A-2% Sorbitol, (c)  PVA-PAA-3% 
Sorbitol,  (d )  PVA-PAA- 5% orb itol, (e)  a l l  orbitol  com position membrane com bined 
Table 3. 7 C ia s t ra ns i t ion tem perat u re (Tg), melt ing tem pera t u re (T m) and decom posit ion tempera t u re (Td) 
of  the PVA-PAA and PVA-PAA-Sorbitol  poly mer blends at d i fferent  tem pera t u re ra nge obtained from DSC 
aoa l  sis 
orbitol Weight 
Percentage ( \."t%) T Oe g Tmoe Tdoe 
0.0 1 24 .28 2 1 7 . 1 6  30 1 .23 
l .0 87 .9 1 2 1 0.30 278 .67 
2 .0  1 09.04 1 9 1 . 1 3  285 .50 
3 .0 1 04 . 1 3  1 90. 1 5  292 .38  
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Te ;era lIrp C 
e) DSC ofP J 'A-PAA all imida::.olium bromide combined 
Fig u re 3. 8 0 C t hermographs of ( a )  PYA-PAA- l  % « ( M OI M  1(+) B r(-» , ( b )  PVA-PAA-2% ( I M O I M I(+)Br(-
» ,  (c)  PVA-PA A-3% ( l M O I M I (+)Br(-» , (d) PYA-PAA- 5% ( I M OI M I(+)Br(-» , (e) a l l  ( l M O I M I(+)Br(-» 
composit ion rat io mem b rane  combined. 
Table 3. 8 G las t ransit ion tem peratu re ( T  g), melt ing tempera t u re (T m) and decom posit ion temperat u re (T d) 
of the PYA-PAA and PYA-PA A- I m idazol i u m  B romide polymer blends at d i fferent  tempera t u re range 
obtained from DSC ana lysis 
Imidazol i um Bromide 
( [MDIM](+)Br(')) Weight 
Percentage ( wt%) T Oe g TmoC TdoC 
0.0 1 24.28 2 1 7 . 1 6  30 1 .23 
1 .0 73 . 1 6  1 90. 1 5  280. 1 0  
2 .0  88 .89 1 96.04 266 .33 
3 .0  90.36 1 85 . 72 257.98 
5 .0  82 .50 --------- 275.67 
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When the ionic I iquids are i ncorporated into the P -P AA fi lms, it can be een that the thermal 
degradation on et i shi fted to a higher temperature, whi le the melting peak is shifted to a lower 
temperature, and that the e effect increase with i ncreasing ionic l iquid content. These behaviors 
are better vi ual ized in  the peak t mperature data shown in  Table 3 .5-3 .8  abo e. 
The depre i n f the melt ing temperature ( Tm)  and the peak broadening indicate that the ordered 
a ociation of the PV A molecule was decreased by the pre ence of the ionic l iquids [69] . It can 
be interpreted that the ionic l iquids introduced increases the segmental mobi l i ty of the PV A and 
PAA p I mer membran and decreases the crystal l i te region of a polymer. I n  al l cases, the 
water is evaporated by dehydrat ion; the plastic izers wi l l  become more concentrated. Thus, the 
fi rmation of 1h biopol meric matrix wi l l  take place via electrostatic, hydrophobic, and Van der 
Wal l int ructions, a wel l as h drogen bonds among adjacent polymer chains and between the 
lome l iquids [62 ] .  FTI R  spectroscopy results confim1ed the formation of hydrogen bonding 
between the ionic l iquid and the polymer membranes ( PVA-PAA) b lends as explained in  more 
detai l s  i n  ection FTIR Characterization. 
3.2. Mechanical Properties 
The mechanical properties of neat PYA, neat PAA, neat PVA-PAA, and al l  PVA-PAA b lended 
with ionic l iquids were performed by nanoindentation. The purpose for these tests was to 
determine the hardness and elastic  modulus of the polymer blend membranes. It is extremely 
important to know the duct i l ity and hardness of these polymer blends. The nanoindentation of 
loading-unloading curves for neat polymers PV A, neat P AA and the blend of neat PV A-P AA 
and PV A-P AA with ionic l iqu ids with vanous percentage ratios of 1 %, 2%, 3% and 5% 
44 
rcspcet ivelJ • eat P , neat P and neat PV - P are hovvn in  F igure 3 .9(a-d), P 
p - l eerol  arc h "vn in Figure 3 . 1 0(a-d), PV -P AA- orbital in F igure 3 . 1 1 (a-d ), P 
P - Imidaz hum Bromide UvfD/\1f iB/-) i n  F igures 3 . 1 2(a-d)� F igures 3 . 1 0-3 . 1 2  have anou 
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Figu re 3. 9 
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Nanoindentat ion ( load ing- u n loading cur es) of the  neat PYA and neat PAA polymer. (a)  
anoindentat ion c u rve of  neat PYA. ( b )  Nanoindentat ion c u rve of neat  PAA. (c)  The com binat ion of 1 :  I rat io 





























anoi ndentat jon re u lts of neat  P and PA and P A-PAA blend 
Reduced (elastic) 
Weight% Hardn ss (GPa) Modulu (GPa) 
0 . 1 6674 2 .80228 
eat P 0.66869 1 5 .90223 
eat PYA - PAA 0.4 1 489 9.2022 
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c) P VA -PAA- 3% Glycerol 
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anoiodentat ion ( load i n g- u n load i n g  c u rve ) of the PYA and PAA polymer b lended wi th  
gl)Cerol. (a)  Na noindentat ioo c u rve  of  PVA-PAA- 1 % G lycerol. (b )  Nanoindeotation curve of PVA-PAA- 2% 
GI cerol .  (c)  Nanoindentat ion cu rve of  PVA-PAA- 3% G lycerol . (d )  Na noindentation cu rve of PVA-PAA-
5% G lycerol. 
Ta ble 3. 1 0  Nanoindentat ion resu l ts of PVA-PAA-Glycerol polymer blends with va rious glycerol weigh t 
percentage. 
Glycerol Reduced (elastic )  
Data Weight% Hardness (GPa) Modulus (GPa) 
a 1 .0 0. 1 04 1 .6865 
b 2.0 0.0067 0. 1 2 ]  
c 3 .0 0.00 1 49 0.00767 
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orbitol Reduced (elast ic)  
Weight% Hardn ss (GPa) Modulus (GPa) 
1 .0 0.00587 0.0809 1 
2 .0 0.00346 0.02697 
3 .0 0.00 1 93 0.00755 
5 .0 0.00 1 22 0.00525 
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d) P I A PAA- 5% [MDIMJ(+)Br(-) 
Nanoindentat ion ( load ing-un load ing c u rve ) of the PYA and PAA polymer blended with 
I m idazo l i u m  Brom ide - ( l M D I M I (+)Br(-» . (a )  Nanoindentat ion curve of PVA-PAA- I % I M D r M l (+)Br(-). (b )  
Nanoindentat ion c u rve of PVA-PAA-2% I M D 1 M I(+) B r(-).(c) Nanoindentat ion curve of  PVA-PAA-3% 
I M D 1 M I(+)Br(-). (d) N a noindentat ion c u rve of PVA-PAA-5% I M Dl M 1(+)Br(-» . 
Ta ble 3. 1 2  a noindentat ion re u l ts o f  PVA-PAA-J m idazol ium B romide ( 1 M  D l M l(+)Br(-» polymer blends 
with va rious I M D I M I (+)Br(-) weight percentages 
[MDIM] ( + )Br( - )  Reduced (elastic) 
Data Weight% Hardness (GPa) Modulus(GPa) 
a 1 .0 0.363 5 .543 
b 2 .0 0.052 1 .0 1 3  
c 3 .0  0.044 0 .575 
d 5 .0 0.0 1 3  0.225 
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I t  has been knov"n that the plast ic izers play an important role on the mechanical properties of 
p I)-m r . Genera l ly .  the ten i le  trength decreases and the elongation at break increased as the 
percentage l' pIa t ic iz r increased [ 70 ] .  The hardnes and elastic modulus of PV A and P AA 
blend a the function [ ionic l iquid (glycerol, sorbi tol and i midazol ium bromide) 
concentrati n ar hov.n in  Tables 3 . 1 0-3 . 1 2, re pecti el . 
the gl ceroL orbitol and imidazo l i um bromide percentages increased, the residual ionic 
l iquids in the blend pIa ed a role as the plast ic izers, which reduced the interactions among the 
macromolecule , which resul ted in the deer ase of the hardness as wel l  as the elastic modulus. 
The pre ence of the ionic l iquids had a sign ificant plast ic izing effect on the polymer blends by 
reduc ing both the glass transit ion and mel t ing temperature of the polymer membranes and the 
torage modulu drop. 
This plast ic izing effect could be attributed to their low molecular-weight and hydroxyl groups 
lead ing to the formation of polymer-plast ic izer interactions to the detriment of polymer-polymer 
i nteractions. mai ler molecules of the ionic l iquids embed themselves between the polymer 
blend chain . i ncreasing the spacing and free volume, and al lowing them to move past one 
another e en as lower temperatures. 
It is essential to determ ine the mechanical properties of the polymer blends to determ ine the 
structural texture of the polymer. Due to there bei ng conductive polymers commercial ly 
a ai lable, but they are very rigid and are extremely d i fficult to synthesize; whereas these blended 
polymers carried out i n  th is  work are much softer and easier to produce. 
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3.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectro copy Characterization 
Fourier tran form infrared speClro COP) ( FTIR) as u ed to characterize the presence of spec ific 
chem ical groups in  the materials. Moreover i t  was u ed to anal ze the interaction among the 
atom or ion in the polymer fi lm . eat polymer membranes and polymer blends " ith arious 
comp iti n rat io of ionic l iquid ""ere obtained a 1 -2 mm thick fi lms and anal zed by FTI R 
rran mittance m de. Pol mer complex formation has been confirmed from the below analysis. 
The dried fi lm of neat polymer and blends were peeled off and cut into strips and sandwiched 
between the pota iurn bromide ( KBr) powder before plac ing in  the spectrophotometer. On 
blend ing the ionic l iquid salt as dopant with the polymer solution, the cations of the plast ic izers 
are expe ted to coordi nate i th the polar hydroxyl group of the host polymers ( PVA-PAA) 
re ul ted in  the formation of a more ordered and coord inating complex blend. This type of 
in teraction betw en the polymer blend and the dopant wi l l  in fluence the local structure of the 
polymer main chain and a peci fic infrared act ive v ibration mode wi l l  be al tered by either 
h ifti ng the frequency or to orne extent reduci ng the band i ntensity and broadness. The infrared 
spectro copic tudie wi l l  give evidence on the chain order and coordination which occurs 
between the polymer blends and the plastic izers. 
I t  hould be noted that the FTI R  spectroscopy is used as a qual i tative analysis to study the 
di per ion and coord inat ion of the dopant within the polymer dependi ng on the blendi ng ratios. 
To explain the extent of dopant incorporation in the polymer matrix and i ts effect on electrical 
properties of the polymer blends, the microstructure and the presence of important functional 
groups in al l samples were analyzed. The FTI R  spectrum of neat PV A, neat P AA and neat PV A-
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PAA are h \.\;TI in  Figure 3 . 1 3 , PY -PAA-Glycerol are hown in  Figure " . 1 4, P -PAA­
, rbit J in Figure 3 . 1 5 , P -PAA- Imidazol ium Bromide [ fDIMf )B/-) in Figure 3 . 1 6; 
Figure 3 . 1 4-3 . 1 6  have arious polymer blended ionic l iquid in them. 
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Figu re 3. 1 4  FT I R  spect roscopy of neat PVA-PAA, PVA-PAA- I % G lycerol, PVA-PAA-2% G lycerol, PVA-
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Fig u re 3. I S  FTI R  spectroscopy of nea t  PVA-PAA, PVA-PAA- \ %  Sorbitol, PVA-PAA-2% Sorbitol, PVA-
P A A-3% Sorbitol, PV A-PA A-S% Sorbitol. 
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100 - N�at PYA-PM 
00 -
1 00  • PYA-PM·1 % Imldazohum BromIde 
100 - PYA PM,� Imldazohum BromIde � __ 
• : j /�---• , • • • • , . ' I  • • • • I • 
3500 
Wavenumbers cm-1 
• I • 
1500 
• I • 
1(0) 
Fia u re 3, 1 6  FTI R  spect roscopy o f  neat PVA- PAA, PVA-PAA- l %  ( [ MD L M I(+)Br(-» , PVA-PAA-2% 
( I M Dl M ! (+)Br(-», PVA- PAA-3% ( I M O I M J(+)Br(-» PVA- PAA- 5% ( [ M Dl M ](+) Br(-» . 
It wa ob erved that a l l  the major peaks shown i n  the figures above were related to hydroxyl ,  and 
meth I group . In neat PV A and P AA. the i ntra-molecular and inter-molecular hydrogen bonds 
are e pected to occur between hydroxyl groups attached to the main chains. The very broad band 
ob erved between 3000 and 3 700 cm'
l 
was attributed to the stretch ing of hydroxyl groups (O-H)  
which contributed to  form the inter-molecular and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds [ 7 ] ] .  I t  was 
observed that the band i ntensity i ncreased and bandwidth narrowing as the percentage of dopant 
increased . This indicated that the coordination between the cations of the dopant and the polymer 
hydroxyl group was taken place by switching from hydrogen bonding to coordination. An 
increase in dopant concentration induced phase transi t ion, increase chain order and anisotropic 
en i ronment in the blend structure. W hen the polymer blend ( PVA-PAA) were dissolved in  
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dist i l led water and then m ixed with "\ ariou ratios of the three di fferent type of ionic l iquids, the 
hemical tructure of the p lym r blend underwent a ign ificant transformation in which mo t 
h drogen b nd are replaced with cations/anion interaction and coordination. Moreo ec the 
mal l band at 1 630 cm -J was as igned to the imines group ( -C= - ) in the plasticizers where the 
inten it of thi band i c learly increased wi th i ncreasing plastic izer weight percentages and 
l ight !)  h i fted to a low r val ue of 1 600 cm-! upon increase in  dopant concentration. The band 
between 1 500- 1 640 cm- ! are a oc iated with the bending of the amine group (N-H)  and the peaks 
observed in the region of 1 600- 1 700 cm- ! due to the C-C stretching. The bands between 1 350 
and 1 400 cm-
l 
are du to the tretching of C-O group. The bands between 1 00- 1 1 00 cm- I were 
a igned to an ether l inkage (C'-'-��J ) which resulted from the formation of cross l i nk ing 
reaction between the ionic l iquids and i ts blend with poly(acry l ic  acid) and poly(viny l  alcohol) .  
the weight percent of ionic l iquids i ncreases, the intensity of this band i ncreased. The ester 
formation betv.een poly(  i nyl alcoho l )  and poly(acry l ic  acid) is detectable due to the ester (C=O) 
v ibrations and (C-O-C) ether ibrations at 1 600 cm- l and 1 000 cm- I ,  respectively.  
The main reason for detennining the molecular structure of the polymer blends using FTI R 
pectroscopy i to relate the structural changes due to addit ion of the ionic l iquids in order to 
enhance the electrical properties of the blends due to the cat ions/anions coupl ing mechanism 
which leads to a continuous loss of the hydrogen O-H and the formation of the compl ications and 
chain al ignment. 
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3. 4. Conductivity mea urement (ac impedance) 
y temati ac impedance measurements at d ifferent temperature wer performed for neat P 
neat P , the blended neat PV . -P  and the doped pol mer blend with the three ionic l iquid 
were mea ur d a a function of frequenc} . The room temperature measurements of the ionjc 
l iquid doped fi lm  produced yquist plot with one and/or two semi -circles. The semi-circles 
were u ed to determine the de re i ti i ty of each semi-circle as a function of temperature. 
Di fferent temperature read ing were needed to conduct the acti ation energy measurement . The 
aeti ation energy determines the conducti ity of the polymer blended ionic l iquids. The 
eonducti ity i in  er e l} propoltional the resi t ivi ty, meaning a the resisti ity increases, 
conductivit decrea e and ise ersa. The conducti i ty spectra of neat PV A, neat P AA and neat 
P -PAA are hown i n  F igure 3 . 1 7  (a-c) ,  PVA-PAA- various rat ios of glycerol are shown i n  
Figure 3 . 1 8  (a-d ), PVA-PAA- arious ratios of sorbitol in  Figure 3. 1 9(a-d), PVA-PAA- various 
ratio of imidazol iurn bromide [MDIM/+)B/-) in  F igure 3 .20(a-d); F igures 3 . 1 8-3 .20 have 
variOll polymer membrane blended with ionic l i quids in them. 
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Table 3. 1 3  ac i m peda nce resu lts o f  neat poly mer mem branes a t  25°C ( room temperature) 
Thlclne s (m) Cjl/ .. ( F) R�,,"( Q )  ,I/(F) Rct( Q )  P (<I," ( Knill) Pc, ( KDIIl) T fil .. (s) Ter (S) 
3 20E-D4 3.60E- I I  I 22E+07 3 .6 " E+05 4 .34E-04 
3 20E-04 3 09E- 1 1  1 .30E+07 3 9 1 E+05 4 00E·04 
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Table 3. 1 4  ac i m p  dance re u lts of neat and glycerol doped P A-P A fi lm at  25°C ( room temperature) 
Sample I hlc!..ncs> (m)  
D c,cnpllon 
\ 
PV \-p .\/\ 
PV\-P \ \ -
1 00 <il}ceml 
PY.\-PA/\-
20 0 <it) ccrol 
1'\1 ,\-1' '\, \-
)00 GI}cerol 
PVA-PAu\-
5° 0 Cil) cerol 
(j) E � -O O x 1 0  
N 
3 70[ -04 
2.301 -04 
2 . 801 A)4 
1 01 -04 
3 90[ -04 
-1 6 ,, 1 0
' 348 K (j) E 15 -8 0 }( 1 0  
N 
-E -8 0 x 1 0  
.t::. o 
:- ,. O x 1 0' N 
, 
( I' )  R ,( Q )  
3 1 71:- 1 1 1 261:+07 
<1 0 1,- 1 1  1 691'Hl4 
2 591 - 1 0  1 38F+03 
2.321:- 1 0 9 02f+02 
1 1 61 -07 6.561  +03 
2 0x ' O  
Z'(ohrns) 
C4l (l") 
6 04f -09 
C C C C C 
3 0 x 1 0
' 
Z'(ohms) 
1 x 1 0
' 
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Figure 27  a c  i m pedance spect ra for PVA-PAA- 5% Sorbitol from tem peratu re range (25°C- 1 25°C) 
Table 3. 1 5  ac i m peda nce resu l t  of neat and sorbitol doped PVA-PAA fi lms  at  25°C ( room tem perature) 
ample Thlcl-ne S lm) C 'm(F) RIi1m( O )  
Descnpuon 
PVA-PAA 3.70E-04 3. 1 7E- I I 1 .261::+07 
PV \-PAA- 2 1 0E-(» 3 62E - I I 2 89E+06 
1 °0 . orblcol 
PVA-PAA- 2.20E-(» 3 94E - I I 1 75E+05 
1° 0 orblcol 
PVA-PAA- 2.00E-04 408£- 1 1  7.87[+04 
3°'0 Sorbitol 
P A-PAA- 1 90E-04 4.65E-08 4.37E+04 
50/0 orblwl 
C,, {F) Rc,( 0 )  
5 .79E-09 1 75[+06 
1 .23E-08 2.86E+05 
9.25E-09 2.85E+05 
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F ig u re 3. 3 1  ac im pedance spect ra for PVA-PAA- 5 %  ( [ M DI M )(+)Br(-» from temperat u re range ( 25°C-
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Table 3. 1 6  (Ie i m peda nce re u l t of neat and ( J M D I M I(+) Br(-» doped P -PAA fi lm at 25°C ( room 
"ample rhlc\-ncss (m) 
lXo"\cflpllon 
PVA-I'M J 70r-04 
P'v \-1' \'\- 1 0 0 LOIAJ4 
( [ M DI 1]( )Br( -ll 
PV>\-I' '\- 2° 0 2801 -04 
<I M DI M )( +)Br( -)) 
PV \-1' \,\- 30 0 3 501 -04 
(I 1DI M j(+)Br\-) 
I' _ 1' >\ .\_ 'i°o J OOL -04 
I M DI I I< �)Br( -)) 
Cfl1m(F)  
3 1 7£'- 1 1 
4 . 1 7E- I I  
3 341  - 1 1 
3 .37[- 1 1  
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quist plots of neat and doped polymer membrane film 
measurement at temperatures ranging from room temperature 25°C to 1 25°C.  The Tables abo e 
show a trend i n  the resist ivity decreasing as the doping increases which impl ies to the fact that 
the conducti i ty i i ncreasing, this i s  shown i n  the F igure below; In(p) vs. l OOO/T curves. For the 
ionic l iquids doped in the blended polymer membrane fi lms ( 1  wt%, 2wt% and 3wt%), each 
yquist plot exhibited a s ingle semi-circular arc which i nd icated an equivalent c ircuit with a 
resi tance and capaci tance in  paral le l ,  as shown in  Figure 3 .32(a) .  The resistance represents the 
bulk contribution to the conductivity and the capacitance can be associated with the dielectric 
relaxation in the polymer. 







Figu re 3. 32 Equ ivalent c i rcu i t  of the (a) one sem ic ircle Nyq u ist plot, and (b) two sem icircles Nyq u ist plots. 
Z-vie imulation software was used to confi rm the equivalent c ircuit .  A semi-circle fitting 
produces th value of the capacitance (Cfi lm) and resistance (R fi lm). Rfl1m and Cfilm represent the 
contribution to resistance and capacitance arising from the grain boundaries and electron 
depletion regions in the fi lm [72 ] .  The two semicirc les shown in the plots above especial ly for 
tho e doped with the ionic l iquids at room temperature (2S0C)  indicate that the sample can be 
repre ented by two pairs of paral lel  RC circuits connected into series as shown in Figure 3 .32(b) .  
z-View simulation was u ed to conf mn this assumption; the first semi-circ le corresponds to the 
resist i  e and capac it ive components ( Rfilm & Cfilm) of the fi lm, whi le the second semi-circle 
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ccur at 10Vv frequency range and related to the interfacial charge transfer resistance and double 
layer capac itance ( Ret & Cdl ) [ 73 ] .  
A seen from the Figure , the impedance plots re eal the semi-circle respon e v i th 10Vv 
frequenc} tai l "" ith increasing temperature as wel l  a concentration of ionic l iquids, indicating 
the doubl lay r re pon e at the electrode/sample interface. The ionic conduction proce s in the 
bulk of the polymer electrode i related to the h igh frequency range. Moreover, the straight l ine 
paral lel to the imaginary axis  is attributed to the effect of blocking electrode at the low frequency 
range l 74, 75 ] .  
The \alue o f  C film and Rfilm calculated for neat polymer membrane fi lms  and for fi lms with 
d ifferent doping concentration are depicted in Tables 3 . 1 3-3 . 1 6. The values of the resistances are 
u ed to caJculate the de resist ivity ( p ). U ing p = .!OJ{  , where A and I are the contact area and 
thickne of measured fi lm,  respectively, and R is the resistance. The data presented in the tables 
abo e how that increa ing the doping ratio decreases the film resist ivity which indicates the 
conducti ity is increas ing. 
The rela.xat ion t ime ( T ) for each  semi -circ les can be calculated using !" = V , where (.omax i s  / wmax 
the anoular frequency ( w  = 2 ...+ ) at the semi-circle maximum [ 76] . Tbe val ues of T are eo max /1) rna, 
shov.n in the Tables above. The Table show that increasing the concentration percentage ratios 
doped decreases the fi lm  relaxation time, where the 5% doped fi lm exhibits the minimum T film ' 
where T i s  the relaxation time calculated for the fi rst semi-c irc le. This is caused from the iii", 
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add ition f the doped plasticizer added to the pol}mer: the more doped the less the relaxation 
time. 
The fi rst emi-circle can be a igned to the charge transfer proces (k inetic proce s) that occurs 
at high frequencie , \vhi l e  the econd semi-circle i due to the contribution of mass migration 
proces (d i ffusion). t high frequencie , ions movement is minimal because of their large 
relaxation time ( ee Tables) .  At low frequencies, ionic pecies with large relaxation time ( iii ) 
can d iffu e to ard the electrode and accumulate there [ 77 ] .  The polarization of this space 
migration process occurs when an appreciable concentration of the plasticizer is present. Thus, 
the re i t iv i ty of the fi lm decreases noticeably.  
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5% glycerol polymer m e m b ra nes. 
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Figu re 3. 35 The dependence of the ac i m pedance ( u pper c u rve ) aDd the phase angle of frequency ( lower 
c u rve ) of ( a )  PYA-PAA- l %  orbitol, ( b) PYA-PAA-2% sorbitol, (c) PYA-PAA-3% sorbitol, (d )  PYA-PAA-
5% sorbitol po l mer m e m b ra nes 
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Figu re 3. 36 The  dependence of the  ac i m pedance ( u pper cu rves) and the phase angle of freq uency ( lower 
c u rves )  of (a) PYA-PAA- l % ( l M D I M I(+) Br(-» , (b )  PYA-PAA-2% ( I M Dl M I(+)Br(-» , (c) PYA-PAA-3% 
( 1 M  D I M  1 (+)Br(-» , ( d )  PYA-PAA-S% ( I M D l M I(+)Br(-»  polymer membrane 
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Figure 3 .33-3 .36 hov. the total impedance and phase angle of the frequency of the neat PVA­
P , PV -PAA-glyceroL PV -PA - orbitol and P A-PAA-imidazol ium bromide polymer 
d ped membranes. It i depicted that the total impedance decreases dramatical l as you increase 
the percentage rat ios of the doped fi lms. In most cases, the impedance is decrease from 1 07 to 
1 04 ; the impedance vari with the inver e of frequency in the range - 1 03_ 1 06 Hz, and for 
frequencie Ie than 1 02 Hz the ac impedance is almost independent of the frequency. For the 
pha c angle which aries from -900 to 00 in mo t cases, which is typical for films that are 
equivalent to an RC network in paral le l .  For the cases where the phase angle is  less than 0°, this 
i cau ed b the i ncrease in  temperature which melted the sample and caused a short c ircuit to 
occur. 
The variation of the natural log of the resistivity with the inverse of absolute temperature of the 
neat and the percentage ratio of the plast ic izers (glycerol, sorbitol ,  and imidazol ium bromide) 
doped membrane fi lms are shown in  F igure 3 . 37, 3 .3 8  and 3 .39, respectively. 
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Fig u re 3. 37 DC resist ivity ver u rec iprocal temperatu re of neat PV A-PAA and the compo i t ion rat ios of 
gl cerol doped pol) mer m e m b ranes. The solid l ine  is a l i nea r fit of resist ivity P(film ) '  
Ta ble 3. 1 7  Activation energies ( Ea )  resu l ts o f  the neat PVA-PAA and the G lycerol doped poly mer 
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PVA-P AA- l % glycerol 
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PV -PAA-3% glycerol 
PVA-P AA-5% glycero l  
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Figu re 3. 38 DC re ist i it) ver u rec iproca l tem perat u re of neat PVA-PA A and the com posi t ion rat ios of 
orbitol doped pol) mer m e m b ra n es. The  solid l i ne  i a l i nea r fit of  resistivity P(/ilm ) • 
Table 3. 1 8  Activat ion energy ( Ea)  res u lts o f  the  neat PVA-PAA and the Sorbitol doped polymer 
mem brane 
ample Description Ea(film) (e V)  
PVA-PAA 0.66 
PV A-P AA- l % sorbitol 0.69 
PVA-P AA-2% sorbitol 0 .57 
PVA-P AA-3% sorbitol 0 .3 1 
PVA-PAA-5% sorbitol 0.26 
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Figu re 3. 39 0 re i tiv it) HrsUS reciprocal temperature of neat PVA-PAA and the com posit ion ratios of 
( l M D I M I(+ )B r(-» doped poly mer mem branes. The solid line is a l i nea r fit of resist ivity P(film) • 
Table 3. 1 9  Activation energy ( Ea )  resu l t  of the  neat PV A-PAA and the  ( I M D l M l(+)Br(-» doped polymer 
ample Description 
PVA-PAA 
PVA-PAA- l %  ( [ M D I M ] (+)Br(- »  
PVA-PAA-2% ( [ M DIM ] (+ )Br( -» 
PVA-PAA-3% ( [ M DI M ](+)Br( -» 
PVA-PAA-5% ( [M D I M ] (+)Br(- »  
mem branes 
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The Figure '  re\ eal that doping the polymer blend ( PVA-P AA)  fi lms convert the dependence of 
Ln (p) n ( l OOO/T) from non-l inear ( [or the neat polymer membrane fi lm)  to l i near for the doped 
fi lms. he variat i n o[ the re istivit with temperature can be elucidated using Arrheniu 
equati n b low: 
( 5 )  
Where Po i the pre-exponential factor, T i the absol ute temperature, Ea is the activation energy, 
and K8 i the Bol tzmann con tant. The l inear dependence of Ln( p) on ( l 000/T) can be used to 
calculate the a ti ation energ for th doped fi lms. The alues of the act ivation energy are shown 
in Table 3 . 1 7 : glycerol ,  Table 3 . 1 8 ; sorbitol, Table 3 . 1 9; imidazol i um bromide. The Tables show 
that increasing the doping concentration decreases the Ea which decreases the resistiv i ty of the 
polymer membrane fi l ms and as a result, the conducti i ty is increased . I ncreasing the 
temperature of the doped fi lms i ncreases the carrier concentration inside the fi lm because of the 
e lectron transfer from the valance band to the conduction band, which results in decreasing 
alues for both P lilm and Po ' I n  most of the polymer fi lms, it was observed that when increasing 
the temperatures above room temperature, a second semi-circ le appears, this is due to the ions 
hav ing enough energy to d iffuse towards the electrodes under the action of low frequency 
electric fie ld and acc umulate there. The existence of the accumulated charges on the electrodes 
resist the motion of new ions which i ncreases the i nterfacial charge transfer resistivity, as noticed 
in p<, when compared with Ppm ( see Tables 3 . 1 4-3 . 1 6). 
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3. 5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
E M  micrograph for the polymer membrane with composition ratio of neat PV -PAA pol ymer 
fi lm doped i th 1h ionic pia t ic izers are hoWD the in the photo below. They show uni fonn 
urface morphology. The cra - ection micrographs also e hibit uniform la er structure 
m rphology. The photo also show the domain of the plast ic izers i s  wel l  blended within the 
p l ) mer matrix and n egregat ion wa ob erved. It is impl ied that the ionic l iquids used are 
compat ible with the polymer membranes ( PVA-PAA) and embeds themselves within the 
pol mer matr] creat i ng an addit ional free volume. A l l  the polymer membrane fi lm samples 
appear tTan l ucent . This  i accordance with the earl ier DSC results that there has been only Tm, 
indicat ing that the pol mer blend form a homogeneous and stable membrane structure. 
B lendi ng effic ienc and compatibi l i ty depends on the chemical structure, molecular weight, and 
functional groups of the plastic izers; therefore, the polymer and the plastic izers have s im i larit ies 
i n  o lubi l i ty parameters and polarity (hydrogen bondi ng) to form a homogeneous blend [78 ] .  
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Neal P VA -PAA 
Fig u re 3. 40 S E M  micrographs for the neat PVA-PAA poly mer membrane fi l ms, (a) SEM captured from 
top surface ( b )  S E M  captu red from cross-sect ion 
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(a) P VA -PAA - l %  glycerol 
(b) P VA -PAA - 5% glycerol 
Fig u re 3. 4 1  S E M  m ic rogra phs for t h e  PVA- PAA with  G lycerol doped polymer membrane fi l ms, (a)  S E M  
ca pture of  PVA-PAA- l % G lycerol ( b) S E M  capture of  PVA-PAA-5% Glycerol 
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(aJ PVA-PAA-5% sorbitol 
Fig u re 3. 42 S E M  m ic rogra ph for the PVA-PAA with Sorbitol doped polymer membrane fi lms, (a)  S E M  
ca pt u re of PVA-PA A-5% orbitol 
(aJ P VA-PAA-J% ([MDIM](+JBr(-JJ 
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(b) P VA-PAA -2% ([lvfDIM](+)Br(-)) 
(c) P VA -PAA-3% ([MDIM](+)Br(-)) 
Fig u re 3. 43 E M  m icrographs for the PVA-PAA with( [ M Dr M I(+)Br(-» doped polymer mem brane fi lms, 
(a ) S E M  capt u re of  PVA-PAA- J % (l M Dl M )(+) Br(-» , (b) S E M  capt u re of PVA-PAA-2% ( ! M D l M J(+)Br(-» , 
(c)  S E M  capture of PVA-PAA-3% ( [ M DI M I(+)Br(-» . 
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The plasticizer when induced into the polymer blend d i  played a layer-b - layer deposition that 
a l l  w the electron mo'\ ement that interact with the polymer bond to create a erruconducting 
p Iymer. 
u m ma ry of Finding 
• TGA, D anoindentation, FTI R, and I mpedance testi ng were conducted on al l 
pol ) meric blended ionic l iquid samples. 
• T A and D C determ in  d the thermal properties of the samples; the TGA results show a 
three- tep degradation process. Dramatic weight loss is al 0 observed. I n  short, as the 
percentage of ionic l iquids i ncreased, the decomposition decreased respectively. 
• D C re ult  al 0 show a three-step degradation process; the properties show the glass 
tran i l ion temperature (T g), melt ing temperature (T m), and decomposition point (Td). As 
the pia t icizer ratios is i ncreased the three peaks show a rapid dec l ine in the temperature. 
• The thermal propertie howed that these polymer blends are relat ively stable at very 
high temperature range which is suitable for fabricat ing a data-storage memory device. 
• FT- I R  spectroscopy confi rmed the reduction i n  hydrogen bonding between combined 
polymer chains i n  favor of formation new bonding between the plast icizers and the 
polymer blend chains. 
• anoindentat ion was done on the samples to determine their elastic modulus and 
hardness. I t  i s  extremely important to know the ducti l ity and hardness of these polymer 
9 1  
blends. I t  i ob erved that when adding the pIa ticizers, both hardne and ela tic 
m dulu decrease rapidly hich is cau ed by reduced the interaction among the 
macromolecule . 
• I t  i ob r'.led that the peak introduced in  the FTIR  figures show the same characteri tic 
of both the p Iymer membrane and that when blended with the ionic l iquid . It was 
observed that the band i ntensi ty increases and bandwidth narrowing as the percentage of 
dopant increa ed. 
• The main reason for determ in ing the molecular structure of the polymer blends using 
FTI R  pectroscop is to relate the structural changes due to addition of the ionic l iquids 
in order to enhance the electrical properties of the blends due to the cations/anions 
coup l ing mechanism which leads to a cont inuous loss of the hydrogen O-H and the 
formation of the complications and chain al ignment. 
• ac impedance test ing was conducted on all polymeric membranes to determine the 
electrical properties of the sample membranes. It was observed in  most of the polymer 
membranes two semi-circle arcs which i ndicate that the sample can be represented by 
two pairs of paral le l  RC circuits connected into series. The semi-circles were used to 
determine the dc resistivity of each semi-circle as a function of temperature. 
• I t  i s  also noticed, as the composition ratios increase, the resistivity decrease which 
impl ies that the conductivity i ncreases. This was noticed in the activation energy, 
relaxation t ime curves and tables. 
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• 'EM h \\ d homogeneou mi ture of the p Iymer membrane embedded ionic l iquids. I t  
also shov. the la er dep ition of the pol mer blends, which allows the electron to 
mo e freely. 
• It ha been h wn that t�o out of the thr e ion ic l iquids (glycerol and sorbito l )  have 
higher conduct iv  it) \ alue and therefore wi l l  be LL ed in the fabrication of the organic 
memory de ice . 
• The novel conducti e pol mer presented in  this thesis formed a solution to 0 ercome 
chal lenge as ociated with a total organic memory device. The doped polymers were 
ubsti tuted for the i l icon ba e semiconductor in  a con entionaJ memory de ice however 
with enhanced performance compared to the s i l icon based device. 
• Al l  the properties test erify that these polymer blended ionic l iquids are appropriate for 
fabricating a suitable appl ication, such as the one carried out i n  this project- an organic 
data storage memol) de ice. 
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Cha pte r 4 :  
A P P L I CAT I O N : O rga n ic M e m o ry Dev ice 
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It ha been knov.n that re earch on organic semiconductor and conjugated pol 'mers have 
attra ted wid pread intere t due to thei r appl ications in  optical and electronic devices [79] . I t  
has been tudied that the conjugated organics can ha e further appl ications in switching [ 80-82]  
and memor) d vice [ 83 ,  84 ] .  During the past decade, an a sociated memory effect has been 
ob erv ed in de ices ba d on organ ic molecul . It wa observed that two conducting states at 
the arne appl ied oltage when a thin metal layer was embedded in the organics [ 82 ] .  These 
dev! offered possib i l i ties of rewritable memory appl ications. 
Due to thei r origin and characteri stic , two organic plasticizers, namely glycerol and sorbitoL 
were focu ed on to be u ed in  fabricat ing a data-memory device. Hysteresis-type behavior has 
been ob erved i n  the current- oltage characteristics. The work was extended to fabricate a data­
storag device based on organic materials. The use of the plastic izers to fabricate such devices is  
itse lf  of interest. The material ' s  capab i l i ty to retain the data, and the space charges relaxation 
dynamics ha e been studied as wel l .  The conventional spin coating. vacuum-evaporating fi l ms 
and la er-by-layer sequential adsorption fi lms have been used i n  this work. 
A memory device genera l ly  consists of sandwiched conduct ive term inals, semiconducting 
material and storage e lement ( usual ly nanoparticles). In here we have employed the unique 
conductive characteristics of our polymeric b lends as semiconductors. We also synthesized 
d ifferent nanoparticles for use as storage elements. The fol lowing sections out l ine the materials 
and process for fabricat ing organic memory devices. 
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4. 1.  anoparticle 
The ionic l iquid introduced in the po lymer fi lm were used a a semiconductor in the device. The 
torage elements u d ar single wal led carbon nano-tube (C T), zinc oxide (ZnO), and gold 
( u) nanopart ic le . The rganic semiconductors were used to form the s-shape of the hy teresis 
loop, \ i thout it; i t  wouldn ' t  b p sible to have achie ed the h teresis loops that are shown 
belo . The organic emiconductor are a replacement of the conventional si l icon dioxide used in 
many memory devices. The e single-wal l CNTs were obtained from Carbon anotechnologies 
Inc . .  and are Ie than 1 00nm in length and are known to be conductive. ZnO and Au 
nanoparti Ie were prepared in house at mechanical engineering department at United Arab 
Emirate 01 ersity .  
4. 1 . 1 . Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles 
ZnO where the part ic le size varying from 50-70nm, was prepared by chemical co-precipi tat ion 
technique.  1 .3 1 4 g zinc ac tate and 0.48 g NaOH were dissolved in  330 ml ethanol and refluxed 
at 60°C for 1 h. The acetate group reacted with base, convert ing zinc acetate i nto zinc oxide. 
After reaction, the z inc oxide ethanol dispersion was mixed with D I-water for puri fication. ZnO 
particles were then separated from the d ispersion supernatant by centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 
5 min repeatedly .  F inal ly, the ZnO were dispersed in  ethanol and sonicated for 30 seconds to 
obtain the ZnO-Ethanol d ispersion. This procedure was mod ified from the research article [ 8 5 ] .  
Zinc oxide (ZnO) was used to  send and receive electrical conduction past one electrode from the 
other. 
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4. 1 .2 .  Ca rbo n a n otu bes 
'1  here hu\ c been orne peculation of carbon nano-tube to have exhibi ted remarkably 
out tanding properties, i n  al l mechanical thermal and electrical . The sti ffness of the Young's 
m dulu \Va rep ned to be 1 000GPa, which irnpl ie it to be five t imes higher/tougher than that 
of teel [ 86 ) .  Th ha e a con tant re isti ity and high current density. The resistivit  has been 
found to b in  the order 1 0-4 n . cm [ 87 ] .  uch an electrical conductivity suggests that nano­
tube are much betier conductor than copper [ 88 ) .  The chiral i ty or "twist" of the tube can 
determ ine their conducti ity. anotubes are also known to be flexible, extremely l ight weight, 
chemical l y  i nert and thermal !  tabi le, which make CNTs a suitable material i n  man potential 
appl icati n inc l uding aerospace conductive adhesives, energy storage, sensing devices and 
field-effect tran i tor . SWNT ha e been uccessful ly incorporated into multi layer assembl ies 
to produce conducti e th in fi lms [89 ] .  A l l  these reasons c learly j ustify the use of CNTs as a 
torage element i n  the memory de ices fabricated and carried out. The Layer-by-layer (LbL) 
technique as chosen to carr out the carbon nanotubes depo ition. Commercial SWC Ts 
(purchased from Carbon Nanotechnologies I nc . )  were purified unt i l  the impurity content was 
belo 5 wt .  %. The purcha ed WCNTs have 2/3 semiconducting and 1 13 meta l l ic CNTs 
according to the manufacturer data. These were combined for the fabrication of the device shown 
below. 
4. 1 .3. G ol d  Nanoparticles 
Gold (Au)  extracted from a 99.999% purity gold specimen was placed as a storage element 
during the de ice fabrication. The glass substrate was placed inside the Mantis Deposition 
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apparatu ealed vacuum dep ition chamber. The chamber was then et to a partial vacuum. 
nce I 1 0- 1 Pa was reached, l iquid ni trogen was poured into the essel to activate the h igh 
acuum pump. 1 0  - 20 minute were needed unti l the pressure reached approximately 4 1 0-6 Pa. 
The gold pec imen as then placed in place for the thermal e aporation to occur. The rate of 
e\ aporat ion wa monitor d unti l the thickness reached 1 0nm. The s stem was then turned off 
and al lowed t cool before air was admitt d to open the chamber door. The gold layer covered 
th hole ub trate e cept for a mall 2mm square portion to al low the bottom electrode in order 
to te t the de icc. This procedure is not simi lar to that of the Al dispersion of the bottom and top 
electrod gate . 
4. 2. Device Fabrication Procedure 
Glas ubstrate approximateJy  I cm2 in area was fi rst c leaned in a bath of acetone to remove any 
dust partic les that might interfere with the electric current flowing through the device. The 
substrate was than rinsed in ethanol and fi nal ly in de-ionized water. In al l steps of the c leaning 
process. n itrogen gas was diffused on the samples to ensure that there are no impurit ies on the 
surface. U V  l ight was used under the vacuum hood to verify this process. 
Once the c leaning procedure was completed, a bottom layer of aluminum was placed on top of 
the sub trates as the flIst e lectrode contact gate. The glass substrate was placed in the Torr 
I nternational I nc .  apparatus placed onto a holder and the deposition chamber was vacuum sealed. 
The chamber was then set to a partial vacuum. Nearly 1 0  - 20 minutes were needed to create a 
sufficient vacuum, at approximately 4x l O-
6 Pa. The alum inum was evaporated by increasing the 
electrical power through the fi lament unt i l  i t  had started to glow (bright red color). At that 
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moment, th hutt r was opened to al low the metal vapor to condensate onto the surface of the 
ample ( ub trate ). The rate f e aporation was monitored and set around I nmJ unt i l  the 
thickness reached 1 OOnm. The hutter as then c losed, the power turned down and the system let 
to cool before air was admitted to open the chamber door. The aluminum la er covered the 
whole backlb ttom urface of the de ice. l uminum top contacts, or gate contacts, were 
evaporated fol io  i ng the depo ition of the organic insulator and semiconductor . The procedure 
wa imi lar to the fir t contact e aporation, but in trus case, for the samples, a mechanical 
hadow rna k as placed on top, con i t ing of smal l c ircular holes where the contacts would be 
formed. The thickne s of the aluminum top contacts was also approximately 1 00 run. 
I n  b tween the two metal e lectrodes, a thln layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) was used 
a an insulating material and is formed onto the sample by spin coating. This  thin fi lm seals in 
the d ifferent charge-storage elements deposited onto the substrates as wel l  as providing a smooth 
tin i  h before aluminum contacts are evaporated. The PMMA sol ution is prepared by d i luting 
8mg of PMMA powder ( molecular weight 97,000) for each I mL of chloroform and left 
overnight under stirring to ensure a perfect dissol ution. 
The samples were placed on the spin coater and mainta ined by a vacuum chuck dispensing a 
couple drops of PMMA sol ution onto each of the sample substrates covered with the bottom Al  
l ayer. To achieve a uniform coverage, the spin coat ing is  in it ial l y  run at 500 rpm for 1 0  seconds 
then 6000 rpm for 50 seconds. The thlckness of the layer produced was found to be 85 nm on 
average. After the PMMA was spin coated on to the substrate and annealed on top of a hot plate 
for 1 0-20 minutes, the substrate samples were submerged in a Petri dish fi l led with 
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Poly( thyleneimine)  ( P  I )  with a molecular v"eight of approximatel (A1,,=25,000) and C T. I t  
was immer ed  in for 1 5  minute in each to  form a seed layer to  faci l itate the adh sion of 
WC T onto the ionic l iquids. This procedure was repeated for about 3 t imes in each. 
The W '  T were deposited by the layer-by-Iayer deposition, a technique based on a charge 
re er al to bui ld up bi- Iayer assemblie of oppo itely charged ( functional ized ) molecules. The 
de cription of this technique i reported elsewhere [ 90, 9 1 ] .  
For the ZnO dispo it ion procedure, the substrate after the bottom layer o f  aluminum and PMMA 
layer have been plac d. ZnO was spin coated on the sample with simi lar procedure to that of the 
PMM . It wa left to  anneal for 1 0  minutes on top of a hot plate. 
After the torage e lements were placed, the semiconductors (2% of either glycerol or sorbitol 
blended with the polymer membranes) were then spin coated, adding another layer on top of the 
ample ( ee chemes below).  Causing a layer-by-layer distribution of the sample substrates. 
F inal l the de ice ample is  left to anneal at l 20°C for 20 minutes before the aluminum top 
gates are deposited. The top aluminum electrodes were used to supply and al low the current flow 
through the de ice. A mechanical mask of area 6mm2 which defined each device was placed on 
top of the fi lm duri ng aluminum deposit ion. 
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4.3. Schematic and Testing 
The chemes be low i l l ustrate the structure of the device in sequence of fi lm coating with orbi tol 
and gt; cer 1 .  
cherne 4 .  I schemat ic of a dev ice w i th  CNT and PVA-PAA-2% G lycerol as memory storage elements and 
sem icond uctor. 
Scheme 4. 2 schemat ic of a dev ice w i t h  Gold ( A u )  and PVA-PAA-2% G lycerol as memory storage elements 
and sem icond uctor. 
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cherne  4. 3 chematic  of a dev ice wi th  ZnO a n d  PVA-PAA-2% orbitol a memory storage element and 
em iconductor. 
referenc device was fir  t fabricated to ensure that any hysteresis loop found wi l l  be attributed 
to the pre ence of the plastic izer in the bi-layers. This device consi sts of a glass substrate with 
PA-fA-fA pin coating and an a lum inum layer on top and bottom to al low the current to pass 




Scheme .... ... chemat ic of (a )  p u re reference dev ice and ( b) reference device w i th  polymer membranes doped 
w i th  gl cem!. 
ft r the final a lum inum e aporation process was done, the de ices were ready to be tested. The 
te t wa carr out using Keithley 590 CV analyzer instrument and Keithley 590 CY software to 
e tract the data. For the test ing, a small  portion of the polymer on the bottom Al electrode on the 
glas ubstrate \ a washed off using acetone to show the bottom layer of aluminum in order to 
al lo acce s for the bottom electrode gate probe to come in contact with the aluminum layer to 
en UTe electrical contact, but not interfering with the devices surroundings. The devices were 
ubject to a range of tests using impedance measurement equipment. 
Double sweep capacitance-voltage tests were carried out to identify memory properties of the 
organic semiconductor devices. This was done to show whether or not the devices were working 
properly by observing the presence or absence of any hysteresis loop and the width of the 
window gap as a function of the sweep range. A higher sweep rate wi l l  produce a larger 
hysteresi window because any stored charge has not had t ime to leak away, apart from al lowing 
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a qui ker te L However. th hape of the curve obtained are ign i ficantly less detai led and more 
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Figu re 44. 1 C-V Cha racterist ic of the latter reference dev ice of scheme 4(with the glycerol). No hysteresl 
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Fig u re 45 C-V Characteristic of the Scheme 3 (ZnO is em bedded). (a)  a n d  ( b) are reproducible plots, CV 
mea u rement  from posit ive to negat ive voltage and v ise versa were obtained. A hysteresis loop of ± 5V is 
observed in both. 
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Figure 47 C-V C h a racteri t ic of the cherne 1 (CNT is em bedded). (a) and (b) a re both  reprod ucible. CV 
mea u rements from po i t ive to negat ive voltage a n d  v ise ver a w ere obtained. A bysteresis loop of ± 20V is 
ob er ed. 
Th 2% mi 'ture of the ionic l iquids (glycerol and sorbi tol )  was used because of i ts not too hard 
nor a too soft of a surface texture. I t  was observed that the 1 %  of the polymer blended plast icizer 
hawed a hard, fragi le urface texture and the 5% polymer blended plastic izer showed a very soft 
elastic urface texture which was not suitable for cont inuous fi lm product ion. It was clearly 
e idenced that the 2% mixture was most reasonable to use for such device fabrication. It was 
also used because of its smooth surface tension when dipped on top of the substrate during the 
spin coat ing technique.  Both the mechanical and thermal propert ies verified this. going beyond 
the 5% mixture is not sufficient i n  the fact that the texture of the polymer blends become more 
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l ique fied than rigid. along \\ ith that its \. i scosit; lower \\hich impl ied that this type of the 
')urface texture is n t suitable [or de\ ice fabrication. 
I t  i c1earl ob r ed that when T is introduced, it ga e a sign ificant window gate of ± 20Y 
( refer to Figure 47), ind icating that there is no leak in the system. early al l of the de ices that 
were t 'ted gave a reproduc ible hy teresis loops when C T and ZnO were embedded. The 
pia t icizer, glycerol ,  wa mainly fo u ed on because of the s-shape it makes. Another important 
i ue to add i that th re was minimal noise noticed ith the glycerol plasticizer compared to that 
of the orbi tol .  
u m mary o f  Findi ng: 
• P -p  AA-2% G lycerol blended with CNT showed a wide window gap that indicated no 
leak occurred during the C-V measurements due it ha i ng all ± 20Y sweep co ered. 






orbitol when compared with G lycerol displayed more noise. 
It is al 0 shown that the reference samples show that the plasticizers only act as a 
emiconductor. 
Regardless of d irection of vol tage sweep, hysteresis loops were obtained. 
In most of the tests, reproduc ible hysteresis  loops were obtained over a period of time. 
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C h a pte r 5 :  
CON C L U SION A N D F UT U RE WOR K  
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5. 1. Conclu ion 
ol id p Iymer membranes from poly ( vin I alcoho l )  PV and Poly (acrylamide-co-acry l ic acid) 
PM ith varying doping rat io of glycerol ,  sorbitoL and I -meth 1-3-n-dec, I- Imidazol ium 
Bromide \-vere prepared u i ng the solution casting method. I t  a observed that the re idual ionic 
l iquid (gl c r 1 , orbitol and imidazol iurn bromide) in  the blends played a role as plasticizers. 
which r duced the interacti n among the macromolecule . The chemical compositions of the 
blend were confinned using Fourier tran fOIm infrared spectroscopy ( FT IR) spectral 
measurements. D C and TGA mea urements states that the membrane show single (T g) for al l 
the comp ition and ar relati e l  stable in  the temperature range of 2SoC-300°C. As the ionic 
l iquid percentage increa ed, the melting temperature of the polymer blend decreased along with 
broadens of endothennic peaks, which indicated that, the ordered association of the polymer 
blend ( PVA-P A )  molecules decreased. 
anoindentat ion was perfonned on the doped polymer membranes fi lms which i l lustrated that 
the hardnes and the e lastic modulus were both decreased when increases doping concentration 
of the ionic l iquid . It i s  observed that as ou increase the ionic l iquid content, the texture of the 
polymer flexions. 
ac impedance spectroscopy was used as a powerful tool to i nvestigate the electrical properties of 
the fi L m . The impedance results also showed that doping the polymer blend fi lms with the ionic 
l iquids decreases their fi lm resistiv i ty due to the addition of the ions; as you i ncrease the doping 
concentration, the resist iv i ty decreases considerably. The conductivity of the membranes was 
control led by contro l l i ng the doping level of the ionic l iquids. It was found the resistivity 
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decrease 'W ith increasing temperature and plasticizer content. Thi i s  due to the i ncrease in the 
mobi l i ty and a si tance of p lymer segmental motion which would probably be the net effect of 
the interplay of decreasing cry tal l ine nature and i co ity on the account of higher plasticizer 
rat io. 
The dependence of the re istiv ity n temperature enabled the calculation of the acti ation energy. 
It \ a demonstrated that the fi lm activat ion energ can be adj usted by adding or lowering the 
doping concentrat ion of the ionic l iquids in the polymer matrix .  Those fi lms could be suitable for 
the fabrication of organic de ice in  medical appl ications (such as memory devices or organic 
n or )  ince their resist i ity and activation energy could be engineered b proper doping 
c ncentration. 
This project wa taken a step further to fabricate the memory device. I t  was observed that when 
the polymer blend with glycerol was introduced with the addition of adding of CNT as the 
storage element, showed a window gate of ± 20V hysteresis  loop when a voltage source of 
± 20 was appl ied.  
5.2. Future Work 
I t  was ob erved that with these ionic l iquids and storage elements, large hysteresis loops were 
obtained. However, i n  most cases, the storage elements can be very expensive along with that the 
ionic l iqu ids. I recommend that for future work, that focus should be on obtaining inexpensi e 
materials, such as, to work with conductive polymers without the use of I Ls. 
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